Virtue Workshop
Children,Youth and Adults Learning Together
Printable resources are included
Creators: Diana Metreaud and Ron Tomanio
Discovering Our Uniqueness

General Introduction
This Material is designed for workshops/conferences, children’s classes, families, and
individual learning.
Unless we can make deep spiritual concepts understandable, we risk losing
future generations to the distorted thinking of a deteriorating materialistic world..
Each spiritual concept explored includes activities specifically designed for groups of
youth and adults and activities designed for children.
It is a method of group learning, based on the model of the oneness of humanity.
Everyone is a student, and everyone is a teacher. Our mission is not to provide
exhaustive research and explanation of concepts for scholars. Our goal is to enable
everyone to gain a basic knowledge of concepts indispensable for spiritual survival.
It is our hope that parents and teachers gathered in living rooms, backyards; in cities
and villages, will use these spiritual concepts to improve the lives of children, youth and
adults.
The writers, as members of the Bahá’í Faith, are guided by its teachings and principles.
We have, however, used language that allows the concepts to be accessible to the
wider community. Reference is made to the sources of authority of the Bahá’í Faith. We
are referring to the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Shoghi Effendi and the Universal
House of Justice.
This material reflects the personal interpretations of the authors and should not be taken
as authoritative.
Instructions
Materials listed in the Resource section of each activity, including images, should be
carefully prepared. Images can be enlarged and are essential for presentation. If some
of the materials listed are not available, facilitators may modify and adapt material to
best meet the unique needs of different groups.
Activities for youth/adults may be completed in approximately one hour.
Activities for children are approximately twenty minutes to an hour in length.
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Adult Activity
Set Up:
Place two pails of sand on a table in front of participants, prepared according to
instructions in the Resource section.
Place one cup of sand on a table in front of participants, prepared according to
instructions in the Resource section.
Place cardboard, multiple pairs of scissors, markers or pens and plastic
sandwich bags on a table
Facilitator shares Image A with participants:

A

Facilitator says: Without any discussion, let’s each look at this photo and write down
what we see and do not share your response with anyone.
Participants respond
Facilitator says: Let’s leave this image for now,
Facilitator places the two prepared pails of sand on table in front of participants
Image B for facilitator reference and to be used if no sand is available

B
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Facilitator says: As we are continuing our discussion, we will pass around a small cup
half full of sand for everyone to examine and touch. This is some of the same sand as is
in the big pails.
We have placed two pails of sand in front of us. There is the exact same amount of
sand in each pail.
Please raise your hand if you think that this is the truth: that these two pails of sand are
exactly the same.
Please raise your hand if you believe that each of these two pails of sand is different
from each other.
Facilitator says: At first glance the pails of sand look the same. Our eyes do not see a
difference. We can not feel a difference.
But, wait, There is a surprise! What we can’t see with our eyes that there are gems
buried in the sand in both pails.
Facilitator asks: two participants to come up to the table and each stand behind a pail.
Participants respond
Facilitator says: Carefully reach into the pail in front of you and take out a few gems.
Place them on the table in front of your pail. Do not mix gems from the two pails
together.
Make sure you get all the gems out of the sand. Some may be more difficult than others
to bring up to the top of the sand.
Participants respond
Facilitator asks: What made a few of the gems more difficult to bring up to the top of
the sand?
The two participants will respond: “They were taped inside of the pail.”
Facilitator says: The gems are like all our good qualities -- our virtues. Everyone has
special virtue gems that God has placed inside of us. Some of these virtue gems inside
of us are easy to find and some are buried deep within us and in other people.
Let’s finish passing around the small cup of sand and bring it back up to the front of the
room.
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Participants respond
Facilitator says: But look, at the bottom of the cup, hidden from view, is a gem!
Facilitator pours sand out of the small cup into a bowl. Facilitator holds out the
empty cup toward participants so that they may see the one gem that is taped to
the bottom.
Facilitator asks: a participant to read in a loud voice:
This hidden gem represents a virtue -- a quality in ourselves or in someone we
each know, perhaps for years, who we never noticed before.
Facilitator says: Let’s each quietly reflect for a couple of minutes on a painful event in
our lives -- an event which we saw at first as 100% negative. Later on, with the passage
of time, we realized that we were forced to use a virtue, that we didn’t even know we
had inside us. We learn that each moment of our lives is an opportunity that we can use
to develop virtues.
Allow 1-2 minutes
Facilitator says: Would someone like to share an experience in which they had to
summon up a virtue from inside that they hadn’t known was there?
Participants respond - Allow 2-3 minutes
Facilitator asks: a participant to read in a loud voice:
The gems, hidden in the pails, represent the spiritual qualities that we often don’t
see in ourselves and in others -- even in those individuals we are closest to. The
more we take the time to understand the people around us, the more we come to
the same conclusion. Everyone has unique spiritual qualities placed within them
which means that no two people are exactly the same.
Facilitator says: Now let’s look at this image again and share our descriptions of what
we think the objects are.
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Facilitator shares Image A again with participants:

A

Participants share their responses which they have previously written.
Facilitator says: Some of us, because of our knowledge of science, knew that this is
an image of individual grains of sand.
Not only is what is hidden in the two pails of sand different, each particle of sand itself is
unique.
In fact, science tells us that each grain of sand in the entire world is totally unique! Our
physical eyesight is unable to see the differences in the grains of sand. It takes a
microscope that can magnify the grains 110-300 times to see that each grain of sand is
different.
The goal of this demonstration has not been to convince everyone that the sand in the
two pails is indeed different.The goal is for us to not make hasty judgments about
complex human beings.
Facilitator asks: What does this demonstration tell us about the limitations of unaided
vision? How does this demonstration help us understand and change how we relate to
the individual people in our lives?
Participants respond - Allow 1-2 minutes
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Facilitator shares Image C with participants:

C

Facilitator says: When we look at each other through our severely limited lower nature
eyes, we cannot see the unique spiritual gems of ourselves and others.The preference
and urging of our lower nature is that everything and everyone stays the same.This
nature is prone to blind imitation and is frightened by uniqueness. It causes us to
become frozen in the past endlessly repeating behavior that produces no spiritual
growth.The lower nature fails to see the unique capacity of each individual to evolve in
different ways because it simply does not have the ability to do otherwise.
Facilitator shares Image D with participants:

D

Facilitator says: Our lower nature often makes quick and inaccurate judgments about
the people in our lives and does not allow us to see the possibility that people can
change. It is like taking a photo of one instant in a person’s life and holding on to it
forever.
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Facilitator shares Image E with participants:

E

Facilitator says: We tend to carry an unchanging photograph of someone who has
insulted or hurt our feelings, perhaps years ago. As long as we hold onto that
photograph we don’t allow the other person or ourselves to change. The consequences
are devastating to ourselves and to our relationships. The source of this behavior is the
animal nature, which is terrified by change.
The lower nature believes that being different is a serious mistake.
We try, out of fear of the unknown, to keep everything the same. We tend to become
more angry and critical with those closest to us, because we see these people as being
more critical to our survival. Any mistake they make is seen as a threat to our own
survival.
We all have had these experiences in our lives. Would any of us like to briefly share,
without using any specific names, a time when we were the one holding the camera and
taking the photograph -- when we didn’t allow someone to change?
Participants respond - Allow 3-4 minutes
Facilitator says: Would any of us like to briefly share, without using any specific
names, a time when we were the person in the photograph. A time when someone else
did not allow us to change and became angry when we did change.
Participants respond - Allow 3-4 minutes
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Facilitator says: Let’s separate our group into two halves. Will the imperfect people
stay where we are sitting, and will the perfect people meet up in the front of the room?
Participants will not be able to respond.
After 10 seconds, Facilitator says: Was there a time in any of our lives, when we did
put ourselves in the “perfect” category and how did it affect our relationships?
Participants respond - Allow 3-4 minutes
Facilitator says: Everyone has been mad at someone or themselves because they
have made a mistake. Human beings make mistakes, but we are not a mistake. Our
higher nature knows this to be true.
In contrast to the lower nature, when we look at each other with the full power of our
higher nature eyes, we see the spiritual dimensions of ourselves and others.
Our spiritual nature allows for the possibility that everyone can change for the
better.
This nature doesn’t just take one photograph of a mistake and look at it forever. It takes
continuous photographs and marvels at the potential for spiritual growth of each person
it encounters. This person assumes that within everyone there are unique gems or
virtues. Our higher nature also believes that everyone is unique which makes everyone
priceless and irreplaceable.
Facilitator asks participant to read the following in a loud voice:
“Regard man as a mine rich in gems of inestimable value. Education can, alone,
cause it to reveal its treasures, and enable mankind to benefit therefrom.”
- Bahá’í Reference Library: Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh: CXXII
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Facilitator shares Image F with participants:

F
Facilitator asks participant to read following in a loud voice:
Our higher nature is capable of seeing the infinite attributes of God such as love,
kindness, forgiveness etc. in everyone. We all, and that includes every one of us,
have the potential to show the attributes of God in our own unique way.
Facilitator shares Image G with participants:

→

→

G

Facilitator says: If we look closely in the rock tumbler, we will see a pile of gems that
have been polished by physically rubbing against and acting on each other. They
become polished and show their true beauty.
Let’s take a look at some real gems. They are found buried in the earth.They are all
unique and different. No two gemstones are exactly alike.
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When gemstones are first removed from the earth, it is not obvious that they are either
beautiful or valuable. It is only once they are polished that their worth and beauty are
revealed.
Facilitator shares Images H and I -- two charts -- with participants. Participants
examine gem varieties together as group:
Facilitator asks a participant to read aloud the names of each gemstone:
Participant responds
Chart Images H and I on next two pages
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Facilitator shares Image J with participants:

J

Facilitator says:Let’s look at this list of virtue gems. Let’s talk as a group. Who can pick
one virtue from the list and say why it can be difficult to learn to do. I will go first: “It can
be difficult for me to listen to other people, because I really like to hear myself talk.”
Participants respond - allow 2-3 minutes
Facilitator shares Image K with participants:

K
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Facilitator says: We can’t polish just one gem all by itself. We can’t learn the good
quality of friendship by itself. Our virtue gems need company to grow!
Facilitator shares Image L with participants:

L

Facilitator says: Our gems of love, forgiveness and trust, do not become polished all
by themselves. They get polished together when they have the company of other
virtues. Our spiritual virtues are refined by our daily interactions with others. Friendship,
love and trust are developed within the “tumbler” of our own souls.
We need to love. We need to trust. And we can only be a true friend to someone, if we
can love them and trust them.
Facilitator says: We will now take a few minutes to do an activity that demonstrates
what is meant by “the tumbler of our own souls”.
We are going to make our own gemstones. Everyone will cut five circles out of
cardboard. Do not use a template.
Facilitator makes cardboard, scissors and plastic sandwich bags available to
group
On two of the gemstones, write the names of two virtues that you feel are easy for you
to use. On two other two gemstones, write one virtue that is difficult for you to use. Write
a ? on the last circle.
Participants respond
Facilitator says: Now let’s each put our gemstones into our plastic bag and shake
them around.
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By shaking up the virtues and having them interact with each other, we have actually
revealed another virtue. We don’t need to give it a name. It was only able to be created
through the interaction of the other virtues we have chosen to use.
Facilitator shares Image M with participants:

M

Facilitator says: No two gems are exactly the same. God places virtue gems inside
each of us. He chooses special combinations for each person.The way that we love will
be different from the way that our friends and family love. Just as no two opals or rubies
are exactly the same, no two people love or show mercy exactly the same.
God made each of us special and unique.
Facilitator’s closing comments: The uniqueness of individuals can and will create
relationship challenges. How someone manifests love or forgiveness can be difficult, at
times, for us to recognize, especially if they come from a different cultural background
than we do. This can and will happen, even in long standing relationships.
In this exercise we are using gems as a metaphor for virtues. Just as no two grains of
sand are the same, no two gems, although they have the same chemical composition,
are exactly the same either.
Facilitator asks: participant to read the following in a loud voice:
There is hope. We are given the capacity by God, of being able to give and receive
infinite virtues. There will be misunderstandings and hurt feelings. We must be
prepared to keep an open mind and heart as to how someone else expresses
their virtues in action. Be quick to apologize when we make mistakes. We will
struggle at times.
If you are not struggling, you are not growing.
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Facilitator says: The purpose of mistakes is to remind ourselves that we are not
perfect and neither is anyone else. As with any skill, we only improve with practice.
The rewards are great when we learn to recognize our own and others’ facets of love
and trust and friendship, and all the infinite attributes of God.The challenge is “How can
we improve our vision so we can see our own reality and the reality of others?”
Remember, every grain of sand is totally unique. There are no two grains of sand
exactly the same. The attributes of God are the same way. No two people give and
receive love in exactly the same way. Each day, when we look at the people in our
lives, we must try to find something different about them. We must ask the inner
question: “What new quality or aspect of who they are, am I able to experience today?”
We can take comfort that we are contributing to the betterment of the world when we
recognize and respond to new and unique facets of our friends each day.
The purpose of virtues is to guide the individual through all the worlds of God. The
virtues within us provide the “light of guidance” as to which decisions we need to
make to improve our relation with God and humanity. We are guided by love, wisdom,
kindness, compassion...the list is endless beyond the capacity of human language to
contain.
Facilitator asks participant to read the following in a loud voice:
“...O maid-servant of God! Fly away with joy, for God hath strengthened thee in
this great gift, which is a glorious crown, the gems of which are scintillating with
the light of guidance. Blessed is thy head for it is decorated with this crown.
Verily, this is better for thee than the dominion of the world!”
-’Abdu’l-Baha, Tablets of ‘Abdu’l-Baha Abbas v3,p.517
Facilitator asks participant to read the following in a loud voice:
We are physically, mentally and spiritually unique. The fact that God created each
of us unique, is an expression of His love for each one of us. We are exactly the
same while at the same time we are exactly unique. The oneness of humanity
consists of the oneness of unique individuals. The foundation of the oneness of
humanity is uniqueness.
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Children’s Activity
Set Up:
Place two pails of sand on a table in front of participants, prepared according to
instructions in the Resource section.
Place small disposable cups of sand on a table in front of participants, prepared
according to instructions in the Resource section.
Facilitator says: Without discussing together or telling anyone else in the room, let’s
each look at this photo and guess what it is.
Facilitator shares Image with participants:

A

Facilitator says: We have five possibilities of what is in this picture. We will vote on
which is the correct description of the picture.
Facilitator says the choices aloud while writing each on a poster or on a
whiteboard:
Seashell collection
Bag of candy
Sand on the beach
Gems and jewels
Breakfast cereal
Rock collection
Facilitator says: Now let’s vote on which one of these choices is what we see in this
picture. We will make tally marks next to each choice to show how many people voted
for it.
17

Participants respond
Facilitator says: Let’s leave this image for now. We will look at it again later.
Facilitator places the two prepared pails of sand on table in front of participants
Image B for facilitator reference and to be used if no sand is available

B

Facilitator says: We have placed two pails of sand in front of us. There is the exact
same amount of sand in each pail.
Please raise your hand if you think that this is the truth: that these two pails of sand are
exactly the same.
Facilitator says: Please raise your hand if you believe that each of these two pails of
sand is different from each other.
Pass out small disposable cups with approximately 1 ounce of sand in each.
Be very careful not to spill any of your sand. Feel the sand, look at the sand, look at
your neighbor’s cup of sand.
Do you see or feel any difference in the sand?
Participants will respond no
Facilitator says: Let’s all carry our cups carefully to the table and pour our sand into
one of the two buckets.
Participants respond
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Facilitator says: At first glance the pails of sand look the same. Our eyes do not see a
difference. We can not feel a difference.
But, wait, There is a surprise! What we can’t see with our eyes that there are gems
buried in the sand in both pails.
Facilitator asks two participants to come up to the table and each stand behind a pail.
Facilitator says: Now each of you will carefully reach into the pail in front of you and
take out a few gems. Place them on the table in front of your pail. Do not mix gems from
the two pails together.
Make sure you get all the gems out of the sand. Some may be more difficult than others
to bring up to the top of the sand.
Participants respond
Facilitator asks: What made a few of the gems more difficult to bring up to the top of
the sand?
The two participants will respond: “They were taped inside the pail.
Facilitator says: The gems are like all our good qualities - our super powers. Everyone
has special virtue gems that God has placed inside of us. Some of these virtue gems
inside of us are easy to find and some are stuck down deep and harder to get to.
Facilitator again shares Image A with participants:

A
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Facilitator says: Now let’s look at this image again and read our list of ideas of what
we think is in the picture.
Facilitator reads aloud the list of possible descriptions, which participants had voted
on.
Facilitator says: Guess what! Remember how the gems in each pail of sand were
different? Each and every tiny grain of sand is also unique and special. It is different
from every other grain of sand in the world.
This is a really big hint of which guess was correct about what is in this picture. What do
we think is the correct guess?
Participants respond
Facilitator says: That’s right. This is a picture of different individual grains of sand. Our
eyes can’t see the differences in small grains of sand. We need to look through a
microscope to be able to see this.
Facilitator again shares Image N with participants:

N

Facilitator says: Let’s take a look at some real gems. Gems are stones. They are
found in the earth. They are all unique and different. No two gemstones are exactly
alike.
They are plain at first. After they are collected from the earth, people work to polish
them. The polished gemstones are turned into beautiful decorations and jewelry.
Facilitator shares Images H and I -- two charts
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Facilitator says: It is very hard work to polish a gem and show its inner beauty. It is
also very hard work polish our virtues - our good qualities put inside us by God.
Facilitator shares Image J with participants:

J

Facilitator says: Let’s look at this list of virtue gems. Let’s talk as a group. Who can
pick one virtue from the list and say why it can be difficult to learn to do. I will go first: “It
can be difficult for me to listen to other people, because I really like to hear myself talk.”
Participants respond - allow 2-3 minutes
Remember, every grain of sand is different from every other grain of sand. There are
no two grains of sand that are exactly the same. And we have also seen how every
gemstone is unique and different.
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Facilitator shares Image G:

→

→

G

Facilitator says: This is a picture of a bucket of rocks - unpolished gems. In the middle
is a rock tumbler. People put unpolished gems in a rock tumbler to polish them into
beautiful gemstones. The last picture is of the polished rocks.They have been polished
by physically rubbing against each other in the rock tumbler.
We don’t have a real rock tumbler here, so we will use a jar to show how it works.
Facilitator picks up a gem and puts it into a clear glass jar and closes the lid.
Facilitator says: We will call this gem “ friendship”. If I put this gem of friendship in a
jar, which will be our rock tumbler, all by itself and shake it around, will it get polished?
Participants respond: no
Facilitator shares image K with participants:

K

Facilitator says: We can’t polish our gem of friendship if it is in a jar or rock tumbler all
by itself.
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Facilitator shares image L with participants:

L

Facilitator says: Our gems of love, friendship and trust, do not become polished by
themselves. They get polished together in the company of each other. They have to
bump into and rub against each other.
We need to have love and trust to have friendship. We can’t be a friend to someone,
unless we trust and trust them and they love and trust us.
Facilitator asks: Which spiritual gems would we use to become a better friend and
polish our gem of friendship?
We have some gemstones here. We can each have a turn to choose one and place it
into this bowl. We will each first say the name of a good quality that will be our gem.
Then we can put our gem in the bowl. All our gems will be mixed with other gems.
Participants respond
Facilitator says: We are going to make our own special virtue gem necklaces to take
home with us. We can color them however we want to. We will make them specially our
own. They will look different from everyone else’s gems.
Participants complete activity (materials in Resource section)
Facilitator or older participants may assist younger participants by:
-Measuring a length of yarn/string to make a necklace long enough to easily fit
over head of participant
-Using hole punch to make holes in the cardboard gems and add these to string
necklaces.
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Facilitator says: Let’s all gather back together in a group
Participants respond
Facilitator shares Image M with participants:

M

Facilitator closing remarks: No two gems are exactly the same. God places virtue
gems inside each of us. He chooses special combinations for each person. We will
never be able to love or trust or be a friend in exactly the same way that our parents or
our friends can. Some virtues are easy and some are hard for each of us. No one is
better than anyone else. God made each of us special and different.
Now let’s all show each other the gems which we chose to add to our own necklaces.
Our necklaces will be different from each other.
Participants show their gem necklaces to the group
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Resources:
Adult Activity
Set Up: prepare two identical pails: tape one plastic gem to the bottom of each
pail and tape two gems to the sides of each pail.
Fill each pail ¾ full, with an equal amount of sand.
Add approximately 10 plastic gems into each pail, mixing them into the sand
below the surface. None should be visible on the surface.
Prepare a small cup/bowl: tape one plastic gem to the bottom of the cup.
Fill the cup halfway with sand.
Set out on a large table, thin or thick cardboard, multiple pairs of scissors, pens
or markers and plastic sandwich bags.
Materials:
Two identical pails
Sand
Approximately 20 plastic gems
Tape
Cup
Cardboard
Pairs of scissors - multiple
Small plastic sandwich bags
Pens or Markers
Images A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M
Children’s Activity:
Set Up: prepare two identical pails: tape one plastic gem to the bottom of each
pail and tape two gems to the sides of each pail.
Fill each pail ¾ full, with an equal amount of sand.
Add approximately 10 plastic gems into each pail, mixing them into the sand
below the surface. None should be visible on the surface.
Prepare disposable 50 gram cups half filled with sand - one for each participant
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Materials:
Two identical pails
Sand
Approximately 20 plastic gems
Tape
Small disposable 50 gram cups - one for each participant
Gem images printed on thick paper our glued onto cardboard - may be pre-cut or
participants may cut out - Enough for six per participant
Pairs of scissors - multiple
Crayons or markers
Yarn or string - enough to cut lengths to make necklaces for each participant
Hole punch

Images: A,B,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N
Images:

A
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Gemstone Images for Necklaces: Note:Prepare enough for 6 gems per participant
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